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Node label controlled (NLC) grammars are graph grammars (operating on node 
labeled undirected graphs) which rewrite single nodes only and establish connec- 
tions between the embedded graph and the neighbors of the rewritten ode on the 
basis of the labels of the involved nodes only. They define (possibly infinite) 
languages of undirected node labeled graphs (or, if we just omit the labels, 
languages of unlabeled graphs). Here we consider a restriction of NLC grammars, 
so-called boundary NLC (BNLC) grammars, distinguished by the property that 
whenever in a graph already generated two nodes may be rewritten, then these 
nodes are not adjacent. The graph languages generated by this type of grammars 
are  called BNLC languages. Although we show that this restriction leads to a 
smaller class of languages, still enough generative power remains to define 
interesting graph languages. For example, trees, complete bipartite graphs, maximal 
outerplanar graphs, k-trees, graphs of bandwidth ~<k, graphs of cyclic bandwidth 
~<k, graphs of binary tree bandwidth ~<k, graphs of cutwidth ~<k (always for a 
fixed positive integer k) turn out all to be BNLC languages. We prove a number of 
normal forms for BNLC grammars and then we indicate their usefulness by various 
applications. In particular, we show that for connected graphs of bounded egree 
the membership roblem for BNLC languages is solvable in deterministic 
polynomial time. © 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Node label controlled (NLC) grammars are graph grammars operating 
on node labeled undirected graphs. A production in an NLC grammar is a 
pair (d, Y), where d is a label and Y is a graph. Such a production is 
applicable to a node x in a graph X if and only if x is labeled by d. The 
rewriting process consists of (i) deleting x in X (together with incident 
edges), (ii) adding Y disjointly to the remainder of X, and (iii) establishing 
connections between nodes in Y and ("former") neighbors of x in the 
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remainder of X. This embedding is controlled by a so-called connection 
function conn which maps labels to sets of labels. More specifically, a 
neighbor z (of x) labeled by a is connected to a node y (of Y) labeled by b 
if and only if a e conn(b). The graph language generated by an NLC gram- 
mar consists of the set of all graphs such that (i) they can be obtained from 
the axiom (graph) Zax of the grammar by a sequence of rewritings and (ii) 
they have labels only from the set A of terminal abels of the grammar. 
NLC grammars have been introduced by Janssens and Rozenberg 
(1980a,b) as a basic framework for the mathematical investigation of graph 
grammars (the more general work on the theory of graph grammars i well 
presented in Nagl, 1979, and Ehrig, 1979). Since then this model has been 
intensively investigated, see, e.g., Janssens and Rozenberg (1981), Branden- 
burg (1983), Turfin (1983), Ehrenfeucht et al. (1984), and Janssens et al. 
(1984). In particular, it has turned out that most basic problems of graph 
theoretic nature concerning NLC grammars (languages) are undecidable. 
Although the membership roblem for NLC grammars is decidable, NLC 
grammars can generate PSPACE-complete graph languages. Results like 
this have inspired a search for feasible but "nontrivial" subclasses of the 
class of NLC grammars (see, e.g., Janssens, 1983). 
The class of boundary NLC grammars, BNLC grammars for short, is 
defined as follows: An NLC grammar is a BNLC grammar if (i) the left- 
hand side of each production is a nonterminal label and (ii) all the graphs 
involved (i.e., the axiom and the right-hand sides of productions) are such 
that two nonterminally abeled nodes are never adjacent. It turns out that 
the class of BNLC languages (i.e., the graph languages generated by BNLC 
grammars) can be defined by the subclass of NLC grammars in which (i) 
the left-hand side of each production is a nonterminal label and (ii) the 
range of the connection function consists of terminal labels only. Hence on 
the one hand one can view BNLC grammars as an analog (in the 
framework of NLC grammars) of fundamental subfamilies of context-free 
string grammars (such as linear grammars or context-free grammars in 
operator normal form), while, on the other hand, one gets a charac- 
terization of BNLC languages by considering a restriction on NLC gram- 
mars that is certainly a very natural one from the mathematical point of 
view. 
A few explaining words about the term "boundary" are in place: We 
came across BNLC grammars while searching for a restriction on NLC 
grammar which somehow corresponds to regular string grammars. So we 
view boundary NLC grammars as an analog of string grammars with the 
restriction that rewriting is allowed only at the first and at the last position 
of a string, i.e., at the "boundary" of a string. Of course, our interpretation 
of this restriction for the graph-case is by no means the only possible 
one--actually, we have found rather an analog of "context-free" than of 
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"regular." In particular, if we "reinterprete" our restriction for graphs back 
to the string-case, then we end up with the so-called operator normal form 
which still allows the generation of all context-free languages. 
The family of BNLC grammars appears to be quite attractive from both 
the feasibility and the generative power point of view. Thus, e.g., (1) one 
can prove that membership of connected graphs of bounded degree in 
BNLC languages i decidable in polynomial time, while (2) quite a number 
of interesting families of graphs can be generated by BNLC grammars (e.g., 
trees, complete bipartite graphs, maximal outerplanar graphs, k-trees, 
graphs of bandwidth ~< k, graphs of cyclic bandwidth ~< k, graphs of binary 
tree bandwidth ~<k, graphs of cutwidth ~<k, always for a fixed positive 
integer k). 
We would like to point out that this paper presents only some basic 
results concerning BNLC grammars and languages. We will report more 
results that justify the above contention in the future (see also the dis- 
cussion in Sect. 7). 
The paper is organized as follows. After recalling in Section 1 some 
preliminaries from graph theory and the theory of graph grammars, basic 
definitions and examples concerning BNLC grammars are given in Sec- 
tion 2. In Sections 3 through 5 we prove three normal form results and dis- 
cuss some immediate implications of them. The main application of these 
normal forms are the complexity results presented in Section 6, where it is 
proved that for connected graphs of bounded degree the membership 
problem in BNLC languages is solvable in polynomial time. This holds 
even if the given graph is "unlabeled." This result appears to be quite on 
the edge between P and NP-complete, because already for (possibly dis- 
connected) unlabeled graphs of bounded degree, as well as for connected 
unlabeled graphs of bounded average degree the corresponding mem- 
bership problems are NP-complete. Finally, Section 7 discusses the results 
and gives some future perspectives. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We start with basic notations concerning raphs and graph grammars, 
which we need for this paper. We assume familiarity with rudimentary 
graph theory. In particular, we use the following notions as defined in 
Harary (1969): adjacent, neighbor, degree of a node in a graph, subgraph, 
induced subgraph, path in a graph, connected graph, complete bipartite graph. 
Graphs 
We consider finite undirected node labeled graphs without loops and 
without multiple edges. For a set of labels Z', a graph X (over ~) is specified 
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by a finite set Vx of nodes, a set Ex of two element subsets of Vx (called the 
set of edges) and a function ~0x from Vx into Z (called the labeling 
function). Disregarding the labeling function one gets the underlying 
unlabeled graph of X, denoted by und(X). The set of all graphs over Z is 
denoted by ~qz. The unique graph on the empty set of nodes is called empty 
graph and it is denoted by L 
The label set of a graph X, denoted lab(X), is the set {(px(x)]xe Vx}. 
For a finite set V, # V denotes its cardinality; for a graph X we often write 
#X rather than # Vx. 
For a graph X and a subset V of Vx, the neighborhood of V (in X), 
denoted neighx(V), is the set {yeVx-V I  there is an xeV with 
{x,y}~Ex}.  If V={x} then we write also neighx(x) instead of 
neighx({X}). The context of a node x (in a graph X), denoted contx(X), is 
the set {q~x(Y)]Y E neighx(x)}. 
For a graph X and a node x e V x, the graph X-x  is the subgraph of X 
induced by Vx-  {x}. 
Two graphs X and X' are isomorphic, if there is a bijection from Vx to 
Vx, which preserves labels and adjacencies. The set of all graphs 
isomorphic to a given graph X is denoted by IX]. 
Let X and X' be sets of labels. A relabeling p from Z' to X is a function 
from X' into Z. Let X be a graph over X'. Then the p-image of X, denoted 
p(X), is the graph defined by Vf,(x) = Vx, Eo(xl=Ex, and ~0p(x)(X)= 
p(~ox(x)) for all x e Vp(x). 
For a graph language L we denote by und(L) the underlying unlabeled 
language of L, i.e., the set {und(X) lXe L}. 
Graph Grammars 
A node label controlled (NLC) grammar is a system 
G = (Z, A, P, conn, Zux), where X is a finite nonempty set of labels, A is a 
nonempty subset of X (the set of terminals), P is a finite set of pairs (d, Y), 
with dsX and YeNz (the set of productions), conn is a function from X 
into 2 r (connection function) and Z~,.~ Ns (axiom). 
By [P]  we denote the abstract production set {(d, Y')IY' ~ [Y] for some 
(d, Y)~P}. The set Z-A  is referred to as the set of nonterminals and we 
will reserve the symbol F (possibly with an appropriate inscription) to 
denote X -  A. 
In the context of G, given a graph X e cSz we refer to nodes labeled by 
elements of F (A, respectively) as nonterminal nodes (terminal nodes, respec- 
tively). 
By maxr(G) we denote max({#Zax}w{#Yl (d ,Y )EP  for some 
Let X, Y, Z be graphs in fir with Vx c~ Vy = ~ and let x ~ Vx. Then X 
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concretely derives Z (in G, replacing x by Y), denoted by X ~a(x,v)Z, if 
((px(x), Y) e [P] ,  Vz = Vx x u Vv, 
Ez = Ex_ x w Ev w { {x', y } Ix' e neighx(x), y ~ Vy, ~ox(x') ~ conn(~0 y(y))}, 
~o z equals q0x_ x on Vx_ x, and (Pz equals ~o r on Vr. (If G is understood, 
then we write simply X~cx,  v ) Z.) Intuitively speaking, we replace x in X 
by the graph Y and connect a node y of Y to a neighbor x' of x if and only 
if q~x(X')econn(~ov(y)). We will refer to X as the host graph, x as the 
mother node, X -  x as the remainder (graph), Y as the daughter graph, and 
Z as the resulting graph. 
A graph X directly derives a graph Z (in G), in symbols X ~c  Z, if there 
is a graph Z'~_ [Z],  such that X concretely derives Z'. =~* is the transitive 
and reflexive closure of ~G. If X ~*  Z, then we say that X derives Z 
(in O). 
The exhaustive language, S(G), of G is the set {X6 NzIZ~x ~a X} and 
the language, L(G), of G is the set {Xe N~ JZax =~ X}. 
A graph language L is an NLC language if there is an NLC grammar G 
such that L = L(G). A language L of unlabeled graphs is an unlabeled NLC 
(u-NLC) language, if there is an NLC language L' such that L = und(L'). 
A nonterminal NLC (NNLC) grammar is an NLC grammar G= 
(Z', A, P, conn, Z~x), where (d, Y) ~ P implies that de  F; it is known that for 
every NLC grammar G there is an NNLC grammar G' with L(G')= L(G), 
see Janssens and Rozenberg (1980b). 
Remark 1.1. Our definition of an NLC grammar differs from the 
original one of Janssens and Rozenberg (1980a) in two points. First, for 
technical reasons we use a connection function corm: Z--* 2 z instead of a 
connection relation C~ X x X. (The correspondence is given by the stan- 
dard function-relation correspondence.) Second, our definition is slightly 
more general than the original, in that it allows the right-hand side to be 
the empty graph 2. However, as pointed out also in Ehrenfeucht et al. 
(1984), this difference is not essential. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES 
Let cb be a set of labels. A graph X is called a q~-boundary graph, if no 
two nodes of X that are labeled by elements of q5 are adjacent. 
A boundary NLC (BNLC) grammar is an NNLC grammar 
G = (_r, A, P, conn, Z), where Z is a F-boundary graph and, for all (d, Y) 
P, Y is a F-boundary graph. A graph language L is a BNLC language, if 
there is a BNLC grammar G such that L=L(G) .  A language L of 
unlabeled graphs is an unlabeled BNLC (u-BNLC) language, if there is a 
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BNLC language L' such that L= und(L'). (Recall, that we set implicitly 
/ '=r-d!) .  
We start our considerations by giving some examples of BNLC gram- 
mars and BNLC languages. 
EXAMPLE 1 (complete bipartite graphs). Consider the BNLC grammar 
Gl=(Xi, Ai,Pl,connl, Z1), where J l={a ,b} ,  _r~={A}wA~, Z~ is a 
single node labeled by A, conn~(A)=J1, connx(a)= {b}, conn,(b)= {a}, 
and P~ consists of the following two productions: 
I a (A, A) and (A, ) 
b 
Then und(L(G1)) consists of all complete bipartite graphs of the form Kn,,, 
n/> 1. Fig. 2.1 shows a derivation step in G~. 
It is easily seen that by adding productions 
(A, f ~) and (A,) A) 
to G1 one obtains a BNLC grammar G'~ such that und(L(G'l)) equals the 
set of all complete bipartite unlabeled graphs K .... n, m ~> 1. 
EXAMPLE 2 (maximal outerplanar graphs). Let G2 = (~'2, A2, P2, 
conn2, Z2) with A2= {a, b, c}, 222= {A, B, C} wA2, conn2(A)= {b, c}, 
conn2(B) = {a, c}, conn2(C) = {a, b}, and conn2(a) -- conn2(b) = 
conn2(c) =A2. P2 and Z2 are depicted in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, resepectively. 
Following a simple characterization of maximal outerplanar graphs in 
Proskurowski (1979), it can be seen that L(G2) consists of all maximal out- 
erplanar graphs labeled by A 2, where no two adjacent nodes have the same 
label. (A maximal outerplanar graph is a triangulation of a polygon, see, 
e.g., Fig. 2.4.) 
A small modification of grammar G2 yields a grammar G3 which 
generates all 2-trees (see Rose, 1974). 2-trees are unlabeled graphs which 
are defined recursively as follows: (1) The triangle is the only 2-tree on 
A ~ A 
b b 
FIG. 2.1. A derivation step in G~. 
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B 
(A, < ) 
C 
(A,x.) 
(B, ~ ) 
A 
(c, < ) 
B 
(B,X) 
(c,x) 
FIG. 2.2. Production set P2 of BNLC grammar G 2. 
three nodes. (2) If {x, y} is an edge in a 2-tree then the unlabeled graph 
obtained by adding a new node z connected to x and y is a 2-tree. (3) Only 
those unlabeled graphs obtained by (1) and (2) are 2-trees. 
EXAMPLE 3 (2-trees). Let  G 3 = (23,  A3, P3,  conn3,  Z3), where  zl 3 =/12 ,  
X 3 = S 2, conn 3 = conn2, Z3 = Z2, and the productions of P3 are depicted 
in Fig. 2.5. It is not too difficult to see how the productions in P3 simulate 
the recursive build-up of a 2-tree. Hence, und(L(G3)) consists of all 2-trees. 
The reader who is interested in k-trees (see Rose, 1974) might easily find 
a BNLC grammar which generates all k-trees for arbitrary but fixed 
positive k, so, e.g, all trees which coincide with 1-trees. 
The last example of this section is somewhat more involved than the 
previous ones. However, it will lead us to a lower bound for the complexity 
of underlying unlabeled languages of BNLC languages. A similar example 
has already been considered in Turfin (1983) for NLC grammars. 
c 
FIG. 2.3. The start graph Z 2 of BNLC grammar G 2. 
FIG. 2.4. 
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b A - l Ia  
c a 
b 
A (labeled) maximal outerplanar graph in L(G2). 
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The cyclic bandwidth of a graph X is the minimum integer k for which 
there is a bijection f from Vx to {1,2 ..... #X}, such that for all 
{x, y} ~ Ex, min( l f (x ) - f (Y) l ,  #X- I f (x ) - f (y ) l )~  < k. That is, there is a 
cyclic order of Vx such that adjacent nodes are separated by at most k -  1 
nodes in this order. A bijection f satisfying the above property is called a 
cyclic bandwidth k layout of X. 
EXAMPLE 4 (graphs of cyclic bandwidth ~<2). Let A4={(i,r)liE 
{1, 2, 1% 2'} and r_c {1, 2, 1', 2'}} and let .~'4--~- A4 k_) {Ao, A}. Consider the 
BNLC grammar G4 ~" (~'4, A4, e4, conn4, Z4) , where conn4((i, r )) = 
{(j,s)[j~r, s__{1,2,1',2'}} for (i,r)~A4, conn4(Ao)--~ and 
conn4(A) = {(1', ~) ,  (2', ~)},  Z4 is a single node labeled by A o. P4 con- 
sists of four types of productions: 
(a) Initializing productions. (Ao, X)~ e4, for all graphs X which can 
be obtained from the graph (with bold edges) in Fig. 2.6 by adding zero or 
more of the dotted edges. 
(b) Constructing productions. For all r_c {1, 2} and all s~ {2}, 
(l,r) (2,s) A 
(A, ~ ~ ) ~ P4 
(c) Even terminating productions. (A, (%~) (2~s))EP 4 for all r~  
{1,2, 1'} and all s _  {2, 1', 2'}. 
B A B 
(A A < )  (B, B < )  (C, C c<)  
C C A 
(A,X) (B,X) (C,x) 
FIG. 2.5. Production set P3 of BNLC grammar G 3. 
643/69/1-3 10
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,~) 
(1 ,~) 
i"',_', 
A 
FIG. 2.6. Basic graph for initializing productions in P4. 
(d) Odd terminating productions. (A, (l~r) (22.) (1~,)) ~ P4 for all r _c 
{1, 2}, s_  ~ {2, 1'}, and t__G_ {1', 2'}, and all productions are in P4 which can 
be obtained from the productions defined in (b), (c), and (d) by adding 
edges in the right-hand sides. 
It is an easy exercise to follow the derivations of graphs in L(G4) (see, 
e.g., Fig. 2.7) and to observe that these graphs always have cyclic 
bandwidth ~<2 (and at least 6 nodes). On the other hand, let X be an 
unlabeled graph of cyclic bandwidth ~< 2 with at least 6 nodes and let f be a 
cyclic bandwidth 2 layout of X. Then one can use the cyclic order to build 
up a derivation of a graph X' in G4 such that X= und(X'). For the labeling 
one proceeds as follows: the nodes f  l (1 ) , f - l (2 ) , f -1 (3 ) ,  and f - l (4 )  are 
labeled by (1', ~) ,  (2', ~) ,  (1, G~), and (2, G;), respectively. Then .the first 
components of the labels are chosen 1 and 2 alternately. The second com- 
ponents are chosen, such that the connections backwards (and for the last 
two or three nodes also forwards) are established correctly. For example, if 
(2' ,~) 
eAo ~ 
G 4 G 4 
A (1,~) 
A ~  ''0) 
(2 ,{2~,~i '  ,~) 
2 1 ~ v,,,. (2' J~) 
(2 ,{2}) '~~ (1,~) 
(1,~1,2})~--~(2,0) 
Flo. 2.7. A derivation of a graph of cyclic bandwidth ~<2 in G4. 
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#X>~8, thenf -~(5)  is labeled by (1, r), where r_c_ {1, 2}, 1 Er if and only 
i f f  ~(5) is adjacent o f  ~(3), and 2Er  if and only i f f  1(5) is adjacent o 
f ~(4). Thus und(L(G4)) consists of all unlabeled graphs of cyclic 
bandwidth ~<2 with at least 6 nodes. 
We state now a number of basic observations on BNLC grammars. 
Some of the technical emmas we state in the rest of this section are so 
basic in the considerations on BNLC grammars that they are often used 
implicitly in the proofs (and so not referred to explicitly). 
LEMMA 2.1. 
minals of G. 
(i) 
graph. 
(ii) 
Proof. 
Let G be a BNLC grammar and let F be the set of nonter- 
I f  X is a F-boundary graph and X ~ G Jr', then X' & a F-boundary 
Every graph in S(G) is a F-boundary graph. 
(i) is a simple observation and (ii) is a consequence of (i) 
because the axiom of G is a F-boundary graph. I 
As a consequence of this lemma, for every BNLC grammar G= 
(X, A, P, conn, Z), there exists a BNLC grammar G' = (S, A, P, corm', Z) 
with L(G)= L(G'), such that conn'(d)~_ A, for all de X. G' can be obtained 
simply by setting conn'(d)= conn(d)c~ A for all d~X,  because a mother 
node is never adjacent to a nonterminal node and hence connections 
between the daughter graph and nonterminal nodes cannot be established. 
On the other hand, let G = (Z', A, P, conn, Z) be an NNLC grammar 
such that conn(d) __ A, for all dES.  Consider now a graph X in a 
derivation of a graph in L(G) where two nonterminal nodes x and y are 
adjacent. Then, in some subsequent s ep, either x or y must be replaced. In 
either case all connections between the daughter graph replacing x, say, 
and the node y are broken, because (Px(Y)$ conn(q0x(z)) for all z of the 
daughter graph. That is, edges between onterminal nodes are never used 
to establish a connection in a derivation in G. Hence, if we erase all edges 
between onterminal nodes in Z and in the right-hand side of each produc- 
tion in P, then this does not affect the generated language. (Of course, it 
affects the exhaustive language!) Thus, we can construct a BNLC grammar 
G' with L(G)= L(G'). Consequently, by setting a restriction on the connec- 
tion function of an NNLC grammar one gets an elegant characterization f 
BNLC languages. 
THEOREM 2.2. A graph language L is a BNLC language if and only if 
there is an NNLC grammar G = (X, A, P, corm, Z) with conn(d) ~ A for all 
de X, such that L = L(G). 
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Another consequence of Lemma 2.1 is that the order of applying produc- 
tions in a derivation of a BNLC grammar does not affect the resulting 
graph of this derivation. More precisely, suppose we apply a production to 
a node x and a production to a node y in a graph X in the exhaustive 
language of a BNLC language. Then we obtain the same graph, indepen- 
dently of the fact whether we replace x first and then y or the other way 
round. This is stated formally and in a more general form for boundary 
graphs in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a BNLC grammar with set of nonterminals F. Let 
Xo be a F-boundary graph, let x, y ~ Vxo and let Y1, Y2, X1, X2 be graphs 
such that 
Xo ~I-,,~,> x, ~i,,,Y,>x, 
holds. I f  X'I and X'2 are the graphs, such that 
holds, then X'2 = X2. 
The property described in Lemma 2.3 is commonly referred to as "finite 
Church-Rosser property." 
We conclude this section by providing technical tools which are helpful in 
forthcoming proofs. 
Concrete Derivations 
Let G = (X, A, P, corm, Z~x) be an NLC grammar. If a graph X con- 
cretely derives a graph Z in G replacing a node x by a graph Y, then, 
somewhat informally, we refer to the construct X~c~.y ) Z as a concrete 
derivation step (in G)from X to Z. (To be more formal one would have to 
use the rather tedious notation of 5-tuples (X, x, Y, Z, G).) 
A sequence of "successive" concrete derivation steps in G, 
n ~> 0, where the sets Vxo and Vr,, 1 ~< i ~< n, are pairwise disjoint, is referred 
to as a concrete derivation (in G) from Xo to Xn. 
The node set of D is VD = [iT=0 Vx,. The edge set of D is ED = [-)7 o Ex~. 
The labeling function CpD of D is defined by CPD(X ) = CPxo(X ) if X ~ Vxo and 
CPD(X )=cpY~(x) if xeVy ,  for some i, l~<i~<n. Note that VD=VXoU 
(iT- 1 Vy,, hence ~o D is defined on the whole set VD. Moreover, if x ~ Vx~ for 
some i, 0<<. i<~n, then ~Ox,(X)=CpD(X ). Thus every concrete derivation D 
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defines naturally a graph with set of nodes VD, set of edges ED and labeling 
function CpD; this justifies our abuse of notation in using VD, ED, and (PD 
when referring to various elements of a concrete derivation D. Note that 
this "graph" D is a F-boundary graph whenever Xo is a F-boundary graph 
and G is a BNLC grammar. 
The following basic property (use) of concrete derivations is given 
without a proof. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G = (X, A, P, conn, Z,x) be a BNLC grammar. Then a 
graph X is in L(G) if and only if there is a concrete derivation D in G from a 
graph Xo e [Z~x] to Xe  %. 
Let D be a concrete derivation as described above and let (90 be a dis- 
tinguished element not in VD which is called the origin of D. The 
predecessor mapping predD of D is a function from VD into VDW {(9D}, 
such that for x e VD 
f (gD if x e Vxo, and 
predD(X) 
~xi if xe  Vr,+, forani, O<~i<~n--1. 
Hence predD maps every node x in Vo to the node from which x is directly 
derived (or to (90 if x was already present in Iio). 
The history histo(x) of a node x in Vo is the sequence histo(x)= 
(Yo, Y~ , . . . ,  Ym), m >~ 1, Yi ~ VD for i, 1 ~ i ~< m, such that Y0 = (90, Ym =- X ,  and 
yi=predD(yi+l) for all i, O<~i<~m-1. 
Finally, we denote the set of nodes in Vx,, which are derived from a node 
xeVu by targD(x), that is targD(X)={yeVx,[xehistD(y)}.  (For a 
sequence s = (Y0, Y~,-.., Y,) we write x e s if there is an i, 0 ~< i ~< n, such that 
X = Y i ) "  
The usefulness of the above notions stems from 
LEMMA 2.5. Let G = (X, A, P, conn, Zux) be a BNLC grammar and for 
a F-boundary graph Xo let 
D: Xo ~(xo, V~) X~ ~(x~,Y2) X2"" ~(x,  l,v,) Xn 
be a concrete derivaton in G (for convenience we set I1o = Xo). 
(i) I f  {y, z} eEo then predD(y)ehisto(z) or predo(z)ehisto(y).  
(ii) Let y, z e VD be such that for histD(y) = (Yo, Yl,..., Ym), m >~ 1, 
there is a k, O~k <<.m- 1, with predD(z) = Yk. Then {y, z} eED if and only 
tf {Yk+ 1, z} ~ Eri for some i, 0 ~ i <~ n, and (PD(Z) E conn(cpD(y~)) for all i, 
k+2<~i<.m. 
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Proof (i) Let {y,z}eED.  Consider histD(y) = (Yo, Yl ..... Ym) and 
histD(z) = (z 0,zl ..... z~). Let i be the minimal index such that yiCzi .  
Clearly, i>~l, because Zo=Yo=(gD . Obviously, if {ym, Zl}eED, then 
{yi, z i}eED. Consequently, either ~oD(y~)eA or ~OD(Z~)eA (see 
Lemma2.1). Suppose q~D(zi)eA, which implies that zi=z~=z. Hence 
predD(z) = zg_ 1 = Y~ 1 e hiStD(y). Similarly, if q~D(Y~) e A, then predD(y) e
hiStD(z). 
(ii) Clearly, for i, k+2~i~m,  {y~,z}eED,  if and only if 
{Yi 1, z} e E D and ~OD(Z ) e conn(~oD(yi) ). Since predD(Z) = predD(yk+ 1), 
there is an i, O~i<~n, such that Yk+l and z are in Vy,. That is, 
{ Yk +1, Z } e E D if and only if { Yk +1, z } e Ey,. | 
A BNLC grammar G=(X,  A, P, conn, Za~) is normalized if (1) for all 
(A, Y )eP ,  #Y>~I,  (2) #Zax=l ,  and (3), for all deS ,  conn(d)_A.  
Using standard techniques, the following normal form can be shown (see 
also the discussion before Theorem 2.2). 
THEOREM 2.6. For every BNLC language L there is a normalized BNLC 
grammar G with L(G) = L - {2}. 
In what follows we consider two graph languages to be equal if they 
coincide up to the empty graph 2; two BNLC grammars are called 
equivalent if the languages they generate are equal. 
3. CONTEXT CONSISTENT NORMAL FORM 
One essential feature of a BNLC grammar is that in a derivation the 
neighborhood of a nonterminal node never changes, until the node itself is 
rewritten. This fact, together with the following general property of NLC 
grammars will be exploited in many proofs of this paper. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X ~x.y)  Z be a concrete derivation step in an NLC 
grammar G = (~, A, P, conn, Zax). For a node y e Vy, its context in Z can 
be expressed by contz(y) = cont y(y) w (contx(x) c~ conn(cp r(Y))). 
Let G = (X, A, P, conn, Zax) be an NNLC grammar. G is context con- 
sistent, if there is a function t/from F into 2 r with the following property. 
For every graph XeS(G)  and for every nonterminal node x e Vx, 
contx(x) = tl(q~x(X)) holds. The function t/satisfying the above is called the 
context describing function of G. 
THEOREM 3.2. For every BNLC language L there is a normalized context 
consistent BNLC grammar G such that L = L(G). 
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Proof Let G = (S, A, P, conn, Z~)  be a BNLC grammar. We will con- 
struct an equivalent context consistent BNLC grammar G '= (Z", A, P', 
conn', Z'~x). For the construction we exploit the following facts: (i) The 
context of a node of a daughter graph can be calculated (as indicated by 
Lemma 3.1) from the context of the mother node and (ii) the context of a 
nonterminal node does not change until the node itself is rewritten. 
Let F '=  F x 2 ~ and let 2"'= U w A. Each element of F'  will be of the 
form A r, where A e F and r_c A. Intuitively a node labeled by A, (in a 
graph from S(G')) will correspond to a node labeled by A with context r 
(in a graph from S(G)). The relabeling p from Z" to Z" is defined by 
p(A~) = A for A~ e F', and p(a)= a for a • d. The new connection function 
corm' is defined by conn'(d)=conn(p(d)) for all deS'.  Z'~x is obtained 
from Za~ by replacing each nonterminal label A of a node x in Z~x by A~, 
where r - contzox(X). Finally, the set of productions P' is defined as follows. 
Let (A, Y )eP  and let rc_A. Then P' contains a production (A,, Y') such 
that (1) p (Y ' )= Y, and (2) if, for a node y•  Vy, (py(y)=BeF, then 
q) r (Y )= B~, where s = cont r (y)w (r c~ conn(B)). No other productions but 
those defined above are in P'. 
Let t/be the function from F into 24 defined by t/(A ~) = r for all A~ e U. 
It is easy to see that G' is context consistent and that t/ is the context 
describing function of G'. Moreover, if we take a concrete derivation D' in 
G' and we replace very label Are F' by A, then we get a concrete derivation 
D in G, which implies that L(G')~_ L(G). 
On the other hand, consider a concrete derivation 
D: X 0 ~>(x0. rl) Xl ~(Xl,Y2) X2"" iiEY~(xn l, Yn) Xn  
in G with Xo • [Z~x] and X,, • L(G). If we replace the label A of each non- 
terminal node x in a graph Xi for some i, 0<~ i<~n, by the label AreF  with 
r = contx,(x), then this induces in the obvious way the labeling of the nodes 
in the graphs Yi, 1 ~< i ~< n. (Note that if x e Vx~, x e Vxj, 0 <, i ~ j <~ n, and 
(PD(x) e F, then contx,(X)= contx,(x)). It is not too difficult to see that this 
new labeling yields a concrete derivation D' in G' from a graph X; e [Z'ax] 
to Xn. Hence L(G)c_L(G') and we have L(G)=L(G'). Note that if G is 
normalized, then so is G'. Since we may assume that G is normalized 
(Theorem 2.6), the theorem follows. | 
The following extension of an NLC grammar has been considered in 
Janssens and Rozenberg (1980b). 
A context-sensitive NLC grammar G is a system G = (2", A, P, conn, Zax) 
where Z, A, conn, and Zax are defined as in the case of an NLC grammar 
and P is a finite set of triples (d, Y, C), deS,  YeNz and Cc_X. A produc- 
tion (d, Y, C) is applicable to a node x in a graph X if ~ox(x ) =d and Co_ 
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contx(x). If a production (d, Y, C) is applicable, then its application is iden- 
tical to the application of the production (d, Y) in an NLC grammar. The 
language L(G) and the exhaustive language S(G) of G are defined in the 
same way as in the case of an NLC grammar. G = (Z', J ,  P, conn, Z~x) is a 
context-sensitive BNLC grammar if it is a context sensitive NLC grammar 
and G' = (Z, A, P', conn, Zax), with P' = { (d, Y) t (d, Y, C) e P, for some 
C___ 27}, is a BNLC grammar. 
It has been shown in Janssens and Rozenberg (1980b) that there are 
context-sensitive NLC grammars G such that L(G) is not an NLC 
language. Using the ideas from the proof of the preceding theorem, we 
show that the context-sensitive extension does not affect the generative 
power of BNLC grammars. 
THEOREM 3.3. A graph language L & generated by a context-sensitive 
BNLC grammar G if and only if it is generated by a BNLC grammar G'. 
Proof (sketch). Let G '= (L", 3', P', conn', Z') be a BNLC grammar. 
Clearly, if we replace every production (d, Y)e P', by a context-sensitive 
production (d, Y, ~) ,  then we obtain an equivalent context-sensitive 
BNLC grammar G = (X', d', P, conn', Z'). 
On the other hand, let G= (S, 3, P, conn, Z) be a context-sensitive 
BNLC grammar. Now let us modify G analogously as it was done in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 to obtain G'. That is, L~'= (F× 2 ~) w A, corm, and Z 
appropriately changed to conn' and Z' respectively and, for every produc- 
tion (A, Y, C) in P and for every subset r ~ d, we get in P' a corresponding 
production (At, Y', C). (As a matter of fact, the reason that we have not 
required at the very beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.2 that G be nor- 
malized is that in this way the proof "applies" also to a "general" context- 
sensitive BNLC grammar.) The so obtained context-sensitive BNLC gram- 
mar G '= (L", 3, P', conn', Z') is equivalent o G, i.e., L(G)=L(G') and 
whenever a production (At, Y', C) is applied to a node x in a graph 
X~ S(G') then contx(x)=r. Now it is not too difficult to see, that, if we 
define P"= {(At, Y')f(Ar, Y', C)~P' and C~_r}, then the BNLC gram- 
mar G" = ( X', A, P", conn', Z') generates the language L( G") = 
L(G') = L(G). I 
Observe that Theorem 3.3 can be regarded as an analog of the "terminal 
context heorem" by Book (1972) which states that context-sensitive gram- 
mars, where only terminal symbols appear in the contexts of the produc- 
tions, generate only context-free languages. 
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4. NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVING NORMAL FORM 
Consider a concrete derivation step X ~(x,v)Z in an NLC grammar G. 
While the graph Z is uniquely determined by X and (x, Y), there might be 
several graphs X' such that X' ~(x,v) Z holds. That is, even if we specify the 
daughter graph Y in Z and the production we use, there are still many 
possible steps "backwards." This stems essentially from the fact that nodes 
in X which are adjacent o x might establish no connection to any node in 
Y. This feature of NLC grammars is an obvious serious drawback for 
efficient bottom-up arsing. 
On the other hand, if we can assume that x is adjacent only to these 
nodes in X which are adjacent o some node of Y in Z, i.e., if neighx(x) = 
neighz(Vy), then X is uniquely determined by Z and (x, Y). In this section 
we prove a normal form for BNLC grammars which--in deriving graphs 
from its language--use "uniquely invertible" concrete derivation steps only. 
Note that, e.g., in Rosenfeld and Milgram (1972) this property was 
obtained by forcing an applicability condition on the node to be replaced 
in order to ease efficient parsing techniques. 
Let G be an NLC grammar. A concrete derivation step X~(x ,v  ) Z in G 
is neighborhood preserving if neighx(x)= neighz(Vy). An NLC grammar G 
is neighborhood preserving if every concrete derivation step from J( to Z in 
G with Xe S(G) is neighborhood preserving. 
It is not too difficult to see that it is decidable whether a BNLC gram- 
mar is neighborhood preserving. Moreover, in the case of context con- 
sistent BNLC grammars one gets the following grammatical charac- 
terization. (In what follows lab(G) denotes the set of all labels occurring in 
graphs from S(G)). 
LEMMA 4.1. A context consistent BNLC grammar G = (X, A, P, corm, 
Z,x) with context describing function tl is neighborhood preserving if and only 
if, for every production (A, Y) ~ P, where A e lab(G), we have 
t/(A)_~ ~ conn(rpv(y)). 
) E Vy  
THEOREM 4.2. For every BNLC language L there is a normalized 
neighborhood preserving and context consistent BNLC grammar such that 
L = L(G). 
Proof Let L be a BNLC language and let G = (Z', A, P, conn, Zax) be a 
normalized context consistent BNLC grammar with context describing 
function r/ such that L=L(G).  (The existence of G follows from 
Theorem 3.2.) 
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We will define a BNLC grammar G'= (X', A, P', conn', Z'~x), such that 
for every concrete derivation 
D: Xo ~(x0, rl ) "~1 ~(xI,  Y2) X2 " ' '  ~(xn l, Yn) -~n 
in G with Xo • [Z~] ,  there is a corresponding derivation 
D': X; ~¢~o,Y~/X'I ~¢-~l,Y~ X;-.. ~¢x. 1,~;) X'. 
in G' with X; • [Z'~x], such that edges in D which are "broken" in a later 
step are not established in D'. That is, each graph X;, 0 ~< i ~< n, is a copy of 
the graph X~, 0 ~ i ~< n, except hat all edges from X~ that are broken later 
on in D are erased. 
The construction of G p is based on the following technique. Each label A 
can "guess" which edges (incident with a node labeled by A) will and which 
will not be used later on. Thus, to every label A in a graph a subset r of A 
is added. Intuitively speaking, this subset r encodes the following infor- 
mation: a node labeled by A~ has not established edges to a-labeled nodes 
for all a • r, although "it should have" (following the original grammar G). 
G' is formally defined as follows. Let F '=  {Ar lAeF ,  r cr/(A)} and let 
S '= F' t~ A. We use the relabeling p from Z" to Z', defined by p(a)= a for 
aeA,  and p(A , )=A for A,•F ' .  For Ar•F ' ,  let conn ' (Ar )=conn(A) - r ,  
and for a • A, let conn'(a) = corm(a). If A is the label of the unique node of 
Z~x, then Z',.~ is a node labeled by A~a. 
In order to define P' we need the following additional concepts. Consider 
a F-boundary graph Y. A function q / f rom Vy into Z" is called a transfer 
labeling of~o y if p(~o'(y)) = ~o y(y) for all y e Vy. A transfer labeling q /o f  ~0 y 
defines a ~o'-transfer graph Y' of Y by Vy. = Vy, c0 r' = q0', and 
Ey, = Ey - { { y, z } [ ~o'(y) = A r e F' and ~o'(z) e r }. 
(Intuitively speaking, we obtain Y' from Y by replacing each nonterminal 
A of a node y by A, for some r __ q(A), and by deleting all edges between y
and all neighbors that are labeled by some a e r.) 
Let (A, Y) be a production in P. A production (Ar, Y') is called a trans- 
fer production of (A, Y) if the following conditions hold: 
(i) AreF' ,  
(ii) Y' is the ~pr,-transfer g aph of i1, 
(iii) if, for some ye  Vy, ~or , (y)=BseF ' then s~_rc~conn(B) holds, 
(iv) q(A) - r _ Uy~ v~, conn'(~0 r'(y)) and 
(v) if, for y e Vy,, qo y,(y) = a e A then conn'(a) c~ r = ~.  
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Now P' is defined by 
P '= {(At, Y')[ (Am, I1') is a transfer production of some (A, Y )eP} .  
Roughly speaking, the basic intuition underlying the imposition of con- 
ditions (i) through (v) above is as follows: As mentioned already, if a node 
x is labeled by A r, then this means that x is "guessing" that, for a e r, con- 
nections to a-labeled nodes will be broken (in G) in a later step, and so 
they do not have to be established (in G') at all. This makes sense only if 
r~_tl(A) which is then the only assumption for A r to be in F'. Clearly (to 
make the guess "correct") all connections of a node y e Vr, labeled by B~ 
to nodes labeled by some a ~ s must be broken which yields condition (ii). 
(Recall that, for a s A, a node derived from y establishes connections either 
to all a-labeled neighbors of y or to none of them.) 
If, for a label a e A, a 6 r and a e conn(~0 r(Y)) for some node y ~ Vr ,  then 
y is forced to disconnect from all a-labeled nodes because it cannot connect 
to the former a-labeled neighbors of the replaced node (labeled by Ar); here 
"former" means "in the original grammar." That is, for (Pv,(Y)= B~, a must 
be in s which explains condition (iii). Condition (iv) is needed to make the 
grammar from deriving terminal graphs with some edges "missing" (in G'). 
Finally, condition (v) enables "to check" whether the "guesses" of the 
predecessors of a terminal node in Y' were correct, and it prevents the 
grammar from deriving terminal graphs with some edges "missing" (in G'). 
To prove that indeed L(G)- -L(G' )  and that G' is neighborhood preser- 
ving, we go through the following four claims. 
CLAIM 1. G' is context consistent with the context describing function ~f 
defined by tf ( A r) = tl( A ) - r for A r ~ U. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let X~ S(G') be such that contx(X ) = q'(~Ox(X)) for 
all nonterminal nodes x of X. Consider a concrete derivation step 
X ~(x , r )Z  in G'. Then contz(z)= contx(z) for all nonterminal nodes z in 
Vx x; hence t/' describes the context of these nodes. 
Let ~ox(x)=ArEU, and let y be a nonterminal node of Y, that is, 
~o v(Y) = B~ for some B, ~ F'. Then (by Lemma 3.1 ), contz(y) = cont r(Y) u 
(~/'(Ar) c~ conn'(B,)). Let (At, Y) be a transfer production of (A, Y)c [P].  
Then we know that q(B)=contv(y )w (r/(A)c~conn(B)). Since q'(Ar)= 
q(A)--r ,  conn ' (B , )=conn(B) -s ,  and cont r (y )=contp(y ) -s  (and, 
moreover, s ~_ r c~ conn(B)), it follows that contz(y) = t / (B) -  s = q'(B,). 
This proves the claim, because r/' describes the context of the unique node 
of Z'~. 
CLAIM 2. G' is neighborhood preserving. 
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Proof of Claim 2. The claim follows from Claim 1, from the definition 
(see point (iv)) of a transfer production, and from Lemma 4.1. 
CLAIM 3. L(G')~L(G). 
Proof of Claim 3. We show that every graph X'•S(G') is the q~x,- 
transfer graph of a graph X• S(G). Since a graph X' with lab()(') _ A is the 
q~x,-transfer graph of a graph X if and only if X= X', this will prove 
Claim 3. 
Obviously, Z'ax is the ~Oz~,-transfer g aph of Zax. Consider a graph 
X'~S(G') which is the ~Ox,-transfer graph of a graph X•S(G). Let 
X' ~x.r ' )  Z' be a concrete derivation step in G', where ((px,(X), Y') ~ [P']  
is a transfer production of (A, Y) • [P]. Hence, q)x,(x) = Ar for some r _ F, 
and, consequently, ~Ox(X )=A. Thus X~(x ,v)Z  is a concrete derivation 
step in G, for the appropriate graph Z. Our goal is to show that Z' is the 
q)z,-transfer graph of Z. Obviously, Vz, = Vz and (Pz, is a transfer labeling 
of (Pz because ~0v, is a transfer labeling of ~ov and (Px,-x is a transfer label- 
ing of (Px-x. It is left to show that 
Ez,=Ez - {{y, z}l~Oz,(y)=B, eF' and ~pz,(Z)•S}. 
Clearly, only edges {y, z} with y•  Vy, and z•  Vx,_x are crucial. Due to 
condition (v) from the definition of a transfer production, all such edges 
{y, z} •Ez  with q~z(y)•A and q~z(z)•A are also present in Ez,. 
On the one hand if, for some y•  Vy,, ~pz,(y)=BseF' and, for some 
z•Vx,_x, q~z,(z)=a•s, then {y,z}¢Ez,, because a¢conn'(Bs)= 
conn(B)-s.  On the other hand, let {y,z}•Ez ,  y•  Vv,, Cpz,(y)=B~•F', 
and z • V x ..... q~z,(Z) =a ~ A - s. Then a • conn(B) and a • conn'(B~). 
Moreover, due to condition (iii) on the transfer production (Ar, Y'), we 
have a¢r. Consequently, since {x, z} •Ex, we have {x,z} •Ex,, and so 
{y,z}•Ez, .  This shows that Z' is the ~pz,-transfer graph of Z, which 
proves the claim. 
CLAIM 4. L(G)~_L(G'). 
Proof of Claim 4. Consider a concrete derivation, 
D: Xo ~(xo, Vj) X1 ~{x~,v2) X2"'" ~{x,_~,v,) Xn
in G from Xo e [Zax] to X, • L(G). 
An edge {x, y} • ED is called productive, if there exist nodes x '•  targD(x) 
and y '•  targD(y) such that {x', y'} • Exo. An edge in ED is non-productive 
if it is not productive. 
Clearly, if {x, y} • ED is non-productive, then exactly one of the nodes x 
and y is a nonterminal node. Moreover, we make the following basic obser- 
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vation: let x, y, z e VD with ~OD(X)eF and (PD(Y)= q~D(Z) EA" Provided 
{x, y } e Eo and {x, z } ~ ED, {x, y } is productive if and only if {x, z } is 
productive. This stems essentially from the fact that a node derived from x 
cannot distinguish between y and z, because they have the same label. 
We will "modify" D in a way such that we get a concrete derivation D' in 
G' from a graph X'o ~ [Z'ax] to X,. To this end, we define a function ~o' 
from VD into X' as follows. If q~D(X)e A then ~o'(x)= ~0D(X). If ~0e(X)= 
A e F then q)'(x) = Ar, where 
r = {a E A I there is a non-productive edge {x, y} e ED with ~0D(y)= a}. 
Obviously, A~ e F'. This function ~o' induces transfer labelings for all graphs 
Xi, 0 ~< i ~< n, and Yj, 1 ~< j ~< n. By this we obtain a q)'-transfer graph X'~ for 
each X~, O<<.i<~n, and a q0'-transfer graph Yj for each Yj, 1 <<.j<~n. (For- 
mally, we would have to take the appropriate restrictions of ~o' in each 
case!) 
We claim that the sequence 
D': X'o ~(xo, Vi) X'1 ~(Xl, V~) X'2"" " ~" (~° ,.r.) X'. 
is a concrete derivation in G'. Since, obviously, X~, = X, and X'o ~ [Z'ax], 
this will prove that X, sL(G'). We concentrate on the fact that 
(~o'(xi), Y~+l) is a transfer production of (~Oo(Xi), Yi+l), for all i, 
0 ~< i ~< n - 1. The rest follows easily. 
Let us fix an i, O<~i<~n-1, and let (p'(xi) =At.  Since AreF'  and since 
Y'~+l is the q~'-transfer graph of Y~+ 1, conditions (i) and (ii) on a transfer 
production are satisfied. 
Suppose condition (iii) is violated for some y of Y~+I with q)r~+~(y)= 
Bs e F'. That is, there is a terminal label a e r c~ conn(B), such that a ¢ s. If 
aEr, then there is a node z in Vo with {xi, z} EED, ~gD(Z) =a and {xi, z} 
is non-productive. Thus, if a~conn(B), then {y, z} eED, and {y, z} is 
non-productive (otherwise {x, z} would be productive, because 
targo(y) _~ targD(x~)). This contradicts the fact that a ¢ s and, consequently, 
condition (iii) holds. 
To show that condition (iv) from the definition of a transfer production is 
fulfilled, let ae~l(A)-r.  That is, there is a productive dge {x~,z}~Exi 
with ~ox,(z)=a, because aetl(A)=contx,(Xi) and aCr. Since {xi, z} is 
productive, there is a node y of Y~+l such that {y, z} eED and {y, z} is 
productive. This implies that a = ~0D(Z ) e conn((o r(Y)). If ~Oy(y) ~ A, then 
conn'(~or~+l(y))=conn(~Or,+~(y)) and condition (iv) is satisfied. If 
q~r,+,(y)=BeF, then q)v~+,(y)=B~eF' for an appropriate s~_A. Since 
{y, z} is productive, every edge {y, z'} with q~D(z')= a is productive (recall 
the above observation) and ages. Consequently, a sconn'(~oy~+~(y)), and 
condition (iv) is satisfied in this case, too. 
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Finally we check that condition (v) holds. This can be done easily, since, 
if {xi, z} e Ex~ is non-productive and q~D(z) = b e A, then no terminal node 
y of Yi+l connects to b, i.e., b¢conn(q)y,+~(y)) for all nodes y of Yi+l with 
(P ri+~(Y) ~ A. Hence, if b e r, then b ¢ conn'(a) for all a e lab( YI + i) ('~ A. 
Hence conditions (i) through (v) from the definition of a transfer 
production hold and we can conclude that (q¢(x~), Y~+I) is a transfer 
production of (~0D(xi), Yi+l). It is now easily seen that D' is a concrete 
derivation in G' from a graph X; ~ [Wax] to X, which proves Claim 4. 
The theorem follows from Claims 1 through 4. | 
5. RESTRICTIONS ON THE RIGHT-HAND SIDES 
In this section we investigate the existence of normal forms for BNLC 
grammars which impose specific restrictions on the form of the right-hand 
sides of productions. In particular, we are interested in the following 
restrictions: (i) if the right-hand side of a production consists of one node 
only, then it must be a terminal node and (ii) the number of nodes of the 
right-hand side graph of each production does not exceed k, where k is a 
fixed constant (for all BNLC grammars). 
It turns out that the normal form for BNLC grammars atisfying (i) 
above exists, and that for no k one can obtain a normal form satisfying (ii) 
above. 
It is instructive to compare these results with results from Welzl (1984) 
and Ehrenfeucht et al. (1984)--in the first of these papers it is 
demonstrated that the normal form for all NLC grammars atisfying (i) 
above does not exist, while in Ehrenfeucht et al. (1984) it is demonstrated 
that there is also no normal form of type (ii) for all NLC grammars. 
(Actually, it turns out that this second result can be easily carried over to 
BNLC grammars.) 
Let G=(Z', A, P, corm, Z) be an NNLC grammar. A production 
(A, Y)~ P is called a chain-rule, if Vy= {y} and y is a nonterminal node. 
We would like to point out, that the standard construction of 
eliminating chain-rules from context-free string grammars (see, e.g., 
Salomaa, 1973, Theorem 6.3) cannot be applied directly to BNLC gram- 
mars. Consider, e.g., the productions (A, .8) and (B, °c), A and B nonter- 
minals, and c, a terminal. Moreover, let corm(A)=corm(c)= {b} and let 
corm(B)= ~.  Then, in the standard construction, we would introduce 
(A, oC) to "simulate" the successive application of the above two produc- 
tions. However, if an A-labeled node x is adjacent o a b-labeled node z, 
then (1) after applying (A, oC) to x, the c-labeled node is adjacent o z, 
while (2) after applying (A, • 8) and then (B, • ~), the c-labeled node is not 
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adjacent to z. Nevertheless, using the neighborhood preserving normal 
form result in Theorem 4.2, one can prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. For every BNLC language L there is a normalized 
neighborhood preserving and context consistent BNLC grammar G without 
chain-rules uch that L = L( G). 
Proof. Let L be a BNLC language. Then there is a normalized 
neighborhood preserving and context consistent BNLC grammar G= 
(Z, J ,  P, conn, Z) such that L=L(G).  Let ~/ be the context describing 
function of G. 
Consider a chain-rule (A ,Y )eP ,  where Aelab(G), Vr={y} and 
q0 y(y) = B e f .  Since G is neighborhood preserving, conn(B) ~_ t/(A) and, 
consequently, t/(B) = tT(A ). Of course, we can assume that conn(B) _~ ~/(B), 
so that we get conn(B)=~l(B)=q(A). Hence we can assume that the 
application of a chain-rule to a graph in S(G) amounts to a simple relabel- 
ing (without changing the edges). Thus we can follow the ideas of the stan- 
dard construction for eliminating chain-rules from context-free string gram- 
mars .  
For A, B e F, we say A directly chain-derives B, if there is a chain-rule 
(A, oB)eP. A chain-derives B, if there is a sequence A0, A 1 ..... A,, n~>0, 
Ao=A, A,,=B, such that Ai ~ directly chain-derives Ai, for all i, 1 <~i<~n. 
Let P '={(A ,  Y)i(B, Y)eP,  A chain-derives B, for some BeF, and 
(A, Y) is no chain-rule} and let G '= (Z, J ,  P', conn, Z). Then, using the 
above reasoning, it is not too difficult to prove that L(G') = L(G); it is also 
obvious that G' is normalized, neighborhood preserving, and context con- 
sistent, and that G' has no chain-rules. | 
As an immediate consequence of the above normal form, we get the 
following enumeration result for BNLC languages which can be proved 
along the lines of the proof from Welzl (1984). 
For a graph language L and a positive integer n, we denote by numbr(n) 
the number of nonisomorphic graphs in L with up to n nodes, that is, 
numbL(n)= # {[X] [XeL  and #X<~n}. 
THEOREM 5.2. For every BNLC language L there is a positive integer c 
such that numbL(n) ~< 2 c", for all positive integers n. 
It is known, that for a label b, the set of all graphs over {b} is an NLC 
language. Clearly for this language the assertion of Theorem 5.2 does not 
hold. Hence we get the following result. 
COROLLARY 5.3. The family of (u-) BNLC languages is a proper subset 
of the family of (u-) NLC languages. 
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Let a be a fixed label. For k/> 3, we denote by Ck the cycle of length k 
with all nodes labeled by a. 
PROPOSITION 5.4 (Ehrenfeucht et al., 1984). For each k >>. 1, the graph 
language L= {Ck+3} cannot be generated by an NLC grammar G with 
maxr(G) ~< k. 
Since every finite graph language is a BNLC language, for every k, 
{ Ck+ 3} is a BNLC language. Hence we get the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.5. For every positive integer k, there & a BNLC language 
L which cannot be generated by a BNLC grammar G with maxr(G) ~< k. 
The corresponding problem for u-BNLC languages is open, i.e., we do 
not know whether there is a positive integer ko, such that for every u- 
BNLC language L there is a BNLC grammar G with maxr(G)~< ko and 
L = und(L(G)). 
6. COMPLEXITY OF BOUNDARY NLC GRAMMARS 
We consider the complexity of BNLC languages, relabeled BNLC 
languages and u-BNLC languages. For unexplained complexity notions we 
refer to Garey and Johnson (1979). 
A result in Janssens and Rozenberg (1980b, Theorem 9) shows that the 
membership roblem for NLC languages is PSPACE-complete (see also 
Brandenburg, 1983, Theorem 2). For BNLC languages Theorem 5.1 yields 
immediately the following "better" upper bound. 
THEOREM 6.1. The membership problem for BNLC languages and for u- 
BNLC languages i  in NP. 
Note, however, that there are NLC grammars G without chain-rules, 
such that the membership roblem for L(G) is NP-complete (as shown by 
Turin, 1983; Brandenburg, 1983). 
We analyze a bottom-up (dynamic programming) parsing technique for 
BNLC languages which can be shown to work in polynomial time for con- 
nected graphs of (fixed) bounded degree. The reader will realize that the 
elements of the set bup(G, X) (to be defined below for a grammar G and a 
graph X) correspond to the entries in the Cocke-Younger-Kasami parsing 
table for a context-free string grammar and a string to be parsed. The 
result will be generalized to relabeled BNLC languages i.e., to graph 
languages p(L), where L is a BNLC language and p is a relabeling. 
Our parsing technique relies essentially on the following two properties 
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of BNLC grammars: (1) the finite Church-Rosser property (as formulated 
in Lemma 2.3) and (2) the existence of the neighborhood preserving nor- 
mal form (Theorem 4.2). A number of ideas in subsequent proofs were 
inspired also by proof techniques from Slisenko (1982). 
Let 2;" and A be sets of labels such that 27 ~ A and let X be a graph over 
A. Consider a subset R= {(dl, V1), (d2, V2) ..... (din, V,~)} of 2x2  vx, such 
that Vi c~ Vj = ~ for all i, j, 1 ~< i < j <~ m. Then we set V(R) = U'ff= 1 V~ and 
we define the graph Z(R) over 22 by VziR)=R~{(~Ox(X), {x}) lxe  
neigh x(V(R)) }, 
EzIRI= {{(d, V), (d', V')}l(d, V), (d', V')s Vz(R), V ¢ V', and there are 
ye  V, y'~ V' with {y, y'} ~Ex}, 
and, for all (d, V)~ Vz(m, ~Oz(R)((d, V))= d. The graph Y(R) is the sub- 
graph of Z(R) induced by R. (Intuitively speaking, Z(R) can be obtained 
from X by (i) deleting all nodes not in V(R)w neighx(V(R)) and (ii) "con- 
tracting" the nodes in each of the sets Vi, 1 ~< i~< m, to one node labeled 
by di. ) 
Let G = (X, A, P, conn, Z,~) be a neighborhood preserving BNLC gram- 
mar and let X be a graph over A. The bottom-up arsing set of X in G, 
bup(G, X) for short, is a subset of Xx  2 vx, and it is defined recursively as 
follows: 
(1) For each xe Vx, (~ox(x), {x})ebup(G, X). 
(2) Let R = {(dl, V1), (d2, V2) ..... (d~, Vm)} be a subset ofbup(G, X) 
such that V i c~ Vj = ~,  for all i, j, 1 ~< i < j ~< m. If there is a label d e Z, such 
that 
Z({(d, V(R))}) ~((.,~(R)),,~(,,))z(R) 
is a neighborhood preserving concrete derivation step, then (d, V(R)) 
bup(G, X), and we write (d, V(R)) ~ R. 
(3) No other elements but those obtained by steps (1) and (2) are in 
bup(G, X). 
[,EMMA 6.2. Let G be a normalized neighborhood preserving BNLC 
grammar and let Ao be the label of the unique node of the axiom of G. A 
graph X is in L(G) if and only if (Ao, Vx) is in bup(G, X). 
Proof. Let G = (Z, J ,  P, conn, Z,x). First we show that if XeL(G) 
then (A0, Vx)e bup(G, X). To this aim consider a concrete derivation, 
D: Xo ~(.~o,Y~) X~ ~(x i ,  Y2)" "" ~(  . . . .  l,Yn) X,,1 
643/69/1-3-11 
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in G from Xoe [-Zax] to X=X, .  We claim that for all i, O<~i<~n-1, 
(~po(X~), targo(xi)) ~ bup(G, X). Since (po(Xo) = Ao and targo(Xo) = Vx, this 
will prove the above assertion. 
By definition (~oo(x), targo(x))e bup(G, X) for all x e Vx. Let k, 0 ~< k ~< 
n-  1, be a positive integer such that (q~o(x~), targo(xi))e bup(G, X), for all 
i, k+ l~<i~<n- 1, and consider the concrete derivation step 
Xk ~!~(xk, Yk+l) Xk + 1" 
Let X~ be the subgraph of Jfk which is induced by {xk} ~ neighxk(xk) 
and let X2+~ be the subgraph of Xk+~ which is induced by Vrk+~u 
neighxk+~(Vy~+~). Since G is neighborhood preserving, we have 
neighx~(xk) = neighxk+~( Vyk+ ,) and, consequently, 
Xtk ~(xk, Yk+l) Xtk + 1 
is a neighborhood preserving concrete derivation step in G. 
Let R= {(~0o(x), targo(x)) lxe Vrk+l}. Then, by our assumption, R_c 
bup(G, X). Moreover, it is easily seen that Z(R) is isomorphic to X2+1, 
Y(R) is isomorphic to Yk+ 1, and Z({(q)D(Xk), V(R)})is isomorphic to X~:, 
(Take the isomorphism f defined by f (x )= (~0D(x), targo(x)) for all x E 
Vxk u Vxk+~). Hence it is easily seen that (q~o(xk), targo(xk))ebup(G, X), 
which proves that (q~D(xi), targD(x~)) s bup(G, X), for all i, 0 ~< i ~< n - 1. 
Second, we show that if (Ao, Vx) ~ bup(G, X), then X~ L(G). Note that 
if (d, V)~ bup(G, X), then either d~A and # V= 1 or there is a subset R of 
bup(G, X) such that (d, V )~ R, which implies that (d, Y(R))~ [P]. This 
relation can be used for a build-up of a concrete derivation, 
D: X o ~(xo, Yl ) X 1 ~,(xl, Y2 ) X2"*  ~(  .... I, Yn) Xn 
in G from Xo=Z({(Ao, Vx)}) to X,=Z({(~ox(x), {x}) lxeVx})  as 
follows. For each i, i = 1, 2 ..... n, let Yi = Y(R), where R c_ bup(G, X) is such 
that xi 1 ~ R. (Note that the nodes x~ involved are now elements from 
Z x 2Vx.) The proof that D is really a concrete derivation in G is not dif- 
ficult and so it is omitted. Obviously, X ,s  IX] which proves that 
xe  L(a). I 
THEOREM 6.3. Let L be a fixed BNLC language and let k be a fixed 
natural number. Then membership in L of connected graphs of maximal 
degree not exceeding k can be decided in polynomial time. 
Proof. Let G = (X, A, P, conn, Z,x) be a neighborhood preserving nor- 
malized BNLC grammar such that L = L(G) (see Theorem 4.2). Since there 
is only a polynomial number of subsets R of bup(G, X) with 1 ~< #R ~< 
maxr(G) (G is considered fixed), it is easily seen that bup(G, X) can be com- 
puted in time polynomial in #bup(G, X). Hence, it remains to show that 
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the size of bup(G, J0 is polynomial in #X, where X is a connected graph 
of maximal degree ~< k. This will be done in the following three claims. 
CLAIM 1. If(d, V) ebup(G, X), then # neigh x( V) <~ k . # A. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let R0= {(d, V)} and let R= {((px(X), {x})[xe V}. 
Then the graphs Z(Ro) and Z(R) are well defined and it can be easily seen 
that there is a concrete derivation D in G from Z(Ro) to Z(R), consisting of 
neighborhood preserving steps only (recall the construction i  the proof of 
Lemma 6.2). Hence, for every terminal abel a, there is a node in Z(R) 
which is adjacent to all a-labeled neighbors of (d, V) in Z(Ro). Thus, (d, V) 
has at most k a-labeled neighbors in Z(Ro), which implies that there 
are at most k. #A neighbors of (d, V) in Z(Ro). Obviously, 
#neighz/R0)((d, V))= #neighx(V ) and so the claim holds. 
CLAIM 2. If (d, V)Ebup(G,X), then #{{x ,y}eEx[xeVx-V ,  
ye V} <~k 2. #A. 
Proof of Claim 2. There are at most k. #A nodes in neighx(V) and 
each of these nodes has at most k incident edges which yields the inequality 
in the claim. 
For a subset V of Vx let nv( V) = neigh x( V) and let ne(V)= 
{{x, y}eEx[xe Vx-  V, ye V}. Then Claims 1 and 2 imply that there is 
only a polynomial number of different sets nv(V) and ne(V), if we consider 
all sets V with (d, V) e bup(G, X) for some de f .  Hence the following claim 
will settle our problem. 
CLAIM 3. Let (d, V), (d, V')ebup(G, X). If nv(V)=nv(V') andne(V)= 
Be(V') then V= V'. 
Proof of Claim 3. Since X is a connected graph, there is a path from 
every node to every node in X. Now let V0 be the set of all nodes x in Vx, 
such that for every node y e nv(V) each path from x to y must pass an edge 
in ne(V). It is not difficult to see that Vo = V and so V is completely deter- 
mined by nv(V) and ne(V). This proves the claim. 
In summary, we have shown that there are only a polynomial number of 
sets V which appear in elements of bup(G, X)--this shows that the car- 
dinality of bup(G, X) is polynomial in #X. Since this implies that we can 
compute bup(G, J;) in time polynomial in # X and since, by Lemma 6.2, 
Xe L(G) if and only if (Ao, Vx)e bup(G, X) (where Ao is the unique lable 
of Z,x), the theorem holds. I 
We extend now our result to polynomial time membership of connected 
graphs of bounded (fixed) degree in relabeled BNLC languages, i.e., in 
languages of the form p(L), where L is a BNLC language and p is a 
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relabeling. This will be done using a technique similar as above. Now, 
however, we have to find a derivation of a graph in a BNLC grammar 
together with a relabeling which yields the desired result. 
Let G = (X, A, P, conn, Z~x) be a neighorhood preserving BNLC gram- 
mar, let p be a relabeling from A to a set of labels zV and let X be a graph 
over J'. 
The bottom-up -relabeled parsing set of X in G, bupr(p, G, X) for short, 
consists of triples (d, V,/~), where deX, V~_ Vx, and # is a function from 
neighx(V) into A', such that for x e neighx(V), p(#(x)) = (ox(x). That is, for 
every node x in neighx(V), # guesses a label a = #(x) which is consistent 
with ~Ox and p in the sense that p(a) = ~Ox(X ). Whenever below we consider 
triples (d, V, 4) we assume that either ~ is a function # as above or ~ is a 
"dummy" (place holder) which we will denote by ~. 
Let R= {(dl, V1, #~), (d2, V2, #2),..., (din, Vm, #m)} be a set of triples as 
described above. Then R is consistent, if the following conditions hold. 
(i) Vic~ V j=~ for all i,j, 1 <~i<j<~m. 
(ii) For all i, 1 <~i<~m, #~¢ ~. 
(iii) If xeneighx(Vi) and xeneighx(Vj) for some i, j, 1 <~i<j<~m, 
then #~(x) = pj(x). 
(iv) If xeneighx(Vi), Vj={x} and djeA for some i,j, l <<,i,j<~m, 
then #i(x) = dj. 
If R is consistent, then we set if(R)= U~=I V~ and we define the graph 
Z(R) over Z by 
V~IR) = R w {(d, {x }, ~ )Ix e neighx(V~) - E(R), d = #i(x), 
for some i, 1 ~< i ~< m }, 
Ez(RI = {{(d, V, #), (d', V',/~')}1V¢ V' and there are ye  V, y '~ V' with 
{y, y '}eEx},  and for (d, V,p)e V2(R), ~0z(m((d, V,#))=d. The graph 
Y(R) is the subgraph of Z(R) induced by R. 
The set bupr(p, G, X) is now defined as follows: 
(1) For every xe Vx, (a, {x},p)ebupr(p, G,X) for all aeA with 
p(a) = cpx(x), and for all functions # from neighx(x) into A, such that, for 
all y e neighx(x), p(p(y)) = (Px(Y). 
(2) Let R be a consistent subset of bupr(p, G, X). If there is a label d 
such that 
2({(d, ~(R))}) ~.~,e~,~ 2(R) 
is a neighborhood preserving concrete derivation step in G, then 
(d, V(R)) e bupr(p, G, X). 
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(3) No other elements but those defined by steps (1) and (2) are in 
bupr(p, G, X). 
Although bupr(p, G, X) is somewhat more involved than bup(G, X), it is 
clear that it "represents" a bottom-up arsing technique for p(L(G)) in the 
same way as bup(G, X) represents a bottom-up arsing technique for L(G). 
Hence, we can state the following lemma (the proof of the lemma is omit- 
ted, because it can be made analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.2). 
LEMMA 6.4. Let G be a normalized neighborhood preserving BNLC 
grammar, let A o be the label of the unique node of the axiom of G and let p 
be a relabeling from the set of terminal labels d of G into a set of labels A'. 
(i) For a graph XE •,, X~ p(L(G)) if and only if (Ao, Vx, #~) 
bupr(p, G, X), where #;~ is the (in this case) unique function with empty 
domain. 
(ii) I f  G and p are.fixed, then bupr(p, G, X) can be computed in time 
polynomial in # bupr(p, G, X). 
THEOREM 6.5. Let L be a fixed BNLC language, let k be a fixed positive 
integer and let p be a relabeling. Then the membership of a connected graph 
of maximal degree not exceeding k in p(L) can be decided in polynomial 
time. 
Proof Let G= (X, A, P, conn, Z) be a normalized neighborhood 
preserving BNLC grammar such that L = L(G), let p be a relabeling from 
d into a set of labels d' and let X~ ff~, be a connected graph of maximal 
degree ~< k. 
From the proof of Theorem 6.3, we know that there are only a 
polynomial number of different sets Vc_ Vx which appear in triples 
(d, V, #) ~ bupr(p, G, X). Moreover, if (d, V, #) ~ bupr(p, G, X), then 
#neighx(V)<~k" #A. Hence, once V is determined there are at most 
(#A') ~ #~ different possible functions # such that (d, V, #) ~ bupr(p, G, X). 
This shows that the cardinality of bupr(p, G, X) is polynomial in # X and 
so, by Lemma 6.4, the theorem holds. | 
Every u-BNLC language can be regarded as a relabeled BNLC language 
which entails the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let L be a .fixed u-BNLC language and let k be a fixed 
positive integer. Then membership (in L) of connected unlabeled graphs of 
maximal degree not exceeding k can be decided in polynomial time. 
Here we would like to make two explanatory remarks concerning the 
above result. On the one hand, the reader might argue that the 
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assumptions (connected and bounded degree) from the statement of the 
above theorem are too restrictive to provide interesting applications. 
However, the theorem is strong enough to yield, e.g., polynomial time 
recognition of graphs with bandwidth ~<k, binary tree bandwidth ~< k, or 
cutwidth ~<k and of connected graphs with cyclic bandwidth ~< k for fixed 
k (grammars for these graph languages are not difficult to obtain). The last 
mentioned example, i.e., polynomial time recognition of connected graphs 
with cyclic bandwidth ~<k, is the best possible one can expect, unless 
P=NP,  because this problem becomes NP-complete for disconnected 
graphs and k = 2 (see Leung et al., 1984). Actually, this NP-completeness 
result will be used in two theorems below to demonstrate, that our result 
for u-BNLC languages is indeed on the boundary between "polynomial 
time" and "NP-complete." 
On the other hand, the result should be regarded as a tool for 
showing~n a first step~ that a graph language is polynomial time 
recognizable. Since the constants (in the exponent) we obtain are "very 
big" (we did not even elaborate them in detail), our algorithms cannot 
replace tailormade efficient algorithms, as, e.g., the O(n k) recognition 
algorithm of Gurari and Sudborough (1984) for graphs of bandwidth ~<k 
(n is the size of the graph under consideration). 
THEOREM 6.7. There is a u-BNLC language L of bounded egree, such 
that the membership problem for L is NP-complete. 
Proof Recall Example 4 from Section 2. There a BNLC grammar G4 is 
given, such that und(L(G4)) consists of all unlabeled graphs of cyclic 
bandwidth ~<2 with at least 6 nodes. Clearly, the degree of a node in a 
graph with cyclic bandwidth -G<2 does not exceed 4. Hence, L(G4) is of 
bounded egree. 
It is known that the problem of deciding whether a graph has cyclic 
bandwidth ~<2 is NP-complete (see Leung et al., 1984). Hence the language 
und(L(G4)) is NP-complete. | 
We have seen that if we give up on the condition "connected" in 
Theorem 6.6 then the assertion becomes false (unless P=NP);  also the 
bounded degree condition is necessary--we will see that the smallest 
natural step of giving up this condition by requiring only a bound on the 
average degree allows NP-complete languages. 
A graph language L is of bounded average degree if there is an integer c 
such that # Ex <~ c. # X holds for all graphs X in L. (That is, the average 
of the degrees of the nodes in each graph in L is bounded by a common 
constant.) 
THEOREM 6.8. There is a u-BNLC language L of bounded average degree 
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which contains only connected graphs such that the membership problem in L 
is NP-complete. 
Proof Consider the BNLC grammar G = (Z, A, P, conn, Z) which is 
obtained from G4 = (,r4, A4, P4, conn4, Z4) in Example 4 of Section 2 as 
follows: A ~-7- ZJ4 k..) (¢}, where ¢¢/14 ,  .~V': ~V'4 k-) {¢}, and e:e4.  For dE ~v'4, 
conn(d)=conn4(d)w {¢}, and conn(¢)=~. Finally, Z consists of two 
adjacent nodes, one node labeled by A and the other labeled by ¢. Clearly, 
L(G) consists of all graphs which can be obtained from the graphs in L(G4) 
by adding a node labeled by ¢ which is adjacent to all other nodes. That is 
und(L(G)) contains all unlabeled graphs (with at least 7 nodes) consisting 
of an unlabeled graph of bandwidth ~<2 together with a node adjacent to 
all other nodes. Hence, und(L(G)) is of bounded average degree and it con- 
tains connected graphs only, and it is easily seen that und(L(G4)) is 
polynomial time reducible to und(L(G)). I 
7. DISCUSSION 
In this paper we have presented some basic properties of the class of 
BNLC grammars. It appears that the family of BNLC grammars enjoys 
quite attractive properties. For example, 
A number of interesting families of graphs can be generated using 
BNLC grammars. (We have given grammars for some of these families 
mentioned in the introduction.) 
--Interesting and clearly technically useful normal form results have 
been established for the class of BNLC grammars. 
--We have demonstrated that for a fixed positive integer k and for a 
fixed (u-) BNLC language L, the question whether or not an arbitrary con- 
nected (unlabeled) graph of degree not exceeding k belongs to L is solvable 
in polynomial time. 
We see this paper as the initial step in a systematic investigation of 
BNLC grammars and languages. It turns out that the class of BNLC 
languages enjoys more interesting properties. For example, one can prove: 
"Whenever we can find for a set of graphs a BNLC grammar which 
generates it, then for graphs of (fixed) bounded egree in this language, k- 
colorability, and the subgraph omeomorphism problem (with respect to a 
fixed graph) can be solved in polynomial time." A consequence of this 
result is, e.g., that k-colorability is solvable in polynomial time for graphs 
of bounded cyclic bandwidth. This demonstrates that one can get non- 
trivial complexity results simply by providing a grammar for a set of 
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graphs. The above assertion and other results concerning BNLC grammars 
will be presented in a following paper. 
The present paper points out to a number of topics and technical 
problems for further investigations. 
--We have seen that BNLC grammars satisfy the "Church-Rosser 
property," i.e., the order of applying the productions in a derivation does 
not influence the final result. The relationship to other subclasses of NLC 
grammars satisfying the Church-Rosser property should be investigated 
(for some of these subclasses ee Ehrig et al., 1982, and Janssens, 1983). 
--We know that for no fixed k, BNLC grammars G with maxr(G) ~< k
can generate all BNLC languages. Does this statement still hold, if one 
considers u-BNLC languages? 
Remark. During the refereeing process of this paper we have continued 
the research on BNLC grammars and languages. The interested reader is 
referred to Rozenberg and Welzl (1986a,b). Moreover, the statements of 
Theorems 6.7 and 6.8 have been proved also for BNLC languages (instead 
of u-BNLC languages) in Lange and Welzl (1986). 
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